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Appendix 1: Contemporary description of Halls' store

Source: Waterford Standard, 28 Oct 1905, p.3

Improvements in the city: Messrs R & H Hall’s grain warehouse at Ferry Bank

For a considerable time past the large building being erected for Messrs R & H and Co Ltd, close to the 
Suir on the Kilkenny side of the river at Ferrybank, has been attracting the attention the people of 
Waterford  and visitors to the city, and as it now practically completed, a description of the building will 
be of interest.  On Thursday forenoon I had the pleasure of being shown through the premises the 
courteous Clerk of Works, Mr James Maher, add came away impressed very much with the idea that the 
firm means, in up-to-dateness in machinery and business methods, to lead the way in the grain trade in 
this country.

The building, which was commenced some 14 or 15 months ago, faces the Quay about the north side 
and is intended as a grain warehouse. It is nine storeys high and the foundation is built on concrete 
piles, the whole building being in the 'Hennebique system' of ferro-concrete. It contains eight lofts and 
each loft is capable of holding 1000 tons of grain. The floors, which are four inches in thickness, are also 
of reinforced concrete, supported beams and columns of the same description. The roof is a flat one, 
three inches in thickness, with one inch of patent asphalt for finish. The external walls of the building are 
only six inches in thickness with pilasters protecting every ten feet, ornamented with rows of cornices 
which act as beams or supports as well as for ornamental purposes. En passant I may remark that this is
the first building of its kind in Ireland, and the credit for its introduction is due to our worthy young 
townsman, Mr William Friel, Architect to Waterford Asylum and Waterford Harbour Board. 

In the new store will be laid down the most modern machinery for the handling of corn. There will be
two rows or lines of belts on the ground floor and two on the top one, and these will be capable of 
distributing the grain to one loft or any of the lofts which may be necessary to send it to. All machinery 
(which will be erected shortly) will worked by electricity, which will be made on the premises, the 
Company having decided to have their own electric plant; and the power house, which has just been 
commenced, is in the hands of Mr George Nolan and his men. 

The contractors for supplying the machinery are Messrs Spencer & Co, Melksham, Wiltshire, while the 
Yorkshire Hennebique Contracting Company are the contractors for the grain warehouse and for the 
new wharf. The latter will be composed of ferro-concrete piles and ferro-concreted throughout with 
beams and decks. It will be the first wharf of its kind commenced in Ireland. There will be elevators in 
the store and the new wharf for the discharging of the vessels; but as the local public are so familiar 
with the different stages, and the ultimate fate of Messrs Hall’s application to the Corporation for 
permission erect the jetty, I do not purpose re-opening a chapter that may now be said to have been 
amicably closed. 

I was shown through the various lofts, and found some them loaded to their full capacity. It is claimed 
for the building that it the only one of its character fireproof throughout. During the progress of the 
building, a small army of carpenters were employed, but outside of that the work was practically carried 
out with unskilled labour under the superintendence and personal supervision of Mr Maher, one of the 
ablest and most efficient Clerk of Works in the South - a gentleman who was prominently and 
honourably associated with the main drainage scheme, and the construction of the handsome and 
commodious new (Carnegie) Free Library in Lady Lane. In connection with the above I am indebted to 
The Irish Builder and Engineer for the following:

The great success that attended the early efforts to construct with Portland cement - concrete 
reinforced with iron or steel - has led in the last few years to great advances in this mode of 
construction. The most notable are the inventions of M Hennebique, who devised a complete system 
of strengthening concrete by the use of a steel skeleton, thereby making what may be described as a 
new material adaptable to practically every form of construction with economy, increased strength 
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and durability over the usual methods of construction with masonry and steel girders. Hennebique 
structures combine lightness, graceful lines and absolute fire-resisting qualities, as has been 
demonstrated often in actual conflagrations, as in the great fire at Baltimore and the petroleum fire 
at Antwerp, where it was further shown that half an inch to an inch of concrete surrounding the steel 
bar was sufficient prevent any ill effects. 

The materials, concrete and steel, are scientifically combined so that the tensional strains are taken 
by the steel bars and the compressional strains by the concrete - the tension and compression 
members of a beam being connected by steel stirrups suitably distributed along the length of the
beam, making a solid and compact girder capable of bearing the heaviest loads. 

Hennebique ferro-concrete has been rightly described as new material - as an example of which it 
may be mentioned that ferro-concrete beams show under test ten times the elongation without 
showing any cracks or sign of disintegration that a similar beam of concrete only will give. 

Buildings constructed on this system show great absence of vibrations where high speed machinery 
is in use owing to the monolithic nature of the structure in which every part is solidly bonded to 
every other part, from foundations to roof without a single joint, bolted, rivetted or otherwise. This 
fact also makes those buildings very sanitary, as no rodents or microbes can attack the material or 
find harbourings in it. The impermeable nature of fine, well-rammed Portland cement concrete 
makes this material an excellent non-conductor, ensuring an equable temperature in ferro-concrete 
buildings. 

From the first it was evident that the ordinary laws, formulas and methods of calculation used for 
ordinary materials could not be applied to structures composed of such heterogeneous substances 
as concrete and steel. However, numerous attempts were made to use ordinary methods in making 
due allowance for the difference between the coefficients of elasticity of the two materials. Up to 
now, these attempts seem to have been abortive. 

In practice these structures are usually tested within a few weeks after completion, with loads 50 per 
cent in excess of the calculated load, the deflection which, in the case of floors, rarely exceeds one-
thousandth part of the span under test, although it is generally guaranteed that will not exceed one 
six-hundredth part, and when the load has been removed the floor, owing to the elasticity of ferro-
concrete, will regain its former level, or at any rate that the deflection, if any, will be quite 
inappreciable. And how could it be otherwise, when we consider that any stress applied to any part 
of a well-made ferro-concrete floor affects not merely the part under load, but also a very large area 
of the floor surrounding the part under observation? This due to the absolute monolithism of the 
work, there being no joint of any kind in a Hennebique building from foundation to roof. 

All kinds of work have been carried out this material, but we must mention here one of the most
startling applications of ferro-concrete, namely piles. Many thousands of these have been driven 
with the utmost success into all natures of ground by the ordinary piling engines used for timber 
piles. The piles are calculated as beams, as they have to be lifted in all sorts of positions, and the 
steel skeletons are calculated and arranged to suit the varying loads be carried, and in accordance 
with the nature of the ground pierced. Lengths up to 70 feet have to be driven, and the punishment 
inflicted with immunity has in some cases been very severe. Recently, unaware to the Hennebique 
Contracting Company, one of these piles was driven for three whole days with a 30-cwt monkey, and 
received no less than 10,972 blows without breaking.

The cost of Hennebique ferro-concrete piles is about on par that of timber, bat owing the fact that 
much heavier loads can safely be imposed on firm concrete piles, the number required is smaller and 
the cost of the structure is considerably less than if timber piles had been adopted. In a recent case 
their use in the foundations of a heavily loaded building resulted in a saving in the foundations alone 
of over £12,000. Owing to the thinness of ferro-concrete walls, a large additional floor space is 
secured on a given  ground plan, a most important fact in crowded cities. When it is desired to erect 
a structure on bad ground incapable of carrying heavy loads, ferro- concrete is especially suitable and 
results large economies.
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The question of the protection afforded to the steel skeleton by the concrete has often been 
demonstrated, and was recently demonstrated again when some old pile heads that had been cut off 
in the making of a jetty at Southampton some seven years ago, and which had since laid on the
foreshore - alternately covered and uncovered by the tides, four times a day this instance - were 
taken up and concrete stripped away from the steel bars. Although the protruding ends of the bars 
had completely rotted, it was found that even only ¼ inch under the concrete, the bars were as 
bright as when they left the rolls of the mills. Experience shows us that oxide of iron cannot exist 
contact with concrete, that rusted bars embedded in concrete will, in the course of month or so, be 
as bright now, rust being deoxidised and formed into a ferrite of calcium, which forms a protective 
skin around the bars. 

It must also borne in mind that concrete used in ferro-concrete is marked differently from ordinary 
concrete, both in its composition, in its make, and in the way it is employed. It is composed of 
materials of small volume (¾ inch maximum for the gravel or stone), and the materials used are very 
clean. The proportions of sand and stone are always adjusted, so as to give concrete quite full. It is 
used in small quantities at a time, and so vigorously rammed that no cavities or porosity are at all 
possible. Pieces have repeatedly been cut out of the work, being weighed, immersed a long time the 
water, and then weighed again. The absorption was practically nil.

The adherence of concrete to steel has been questioned sometimes, but the coefficient of adherence 
has been repeatedly determined. It is approximately 570 lbs. per sq. in. of metal in contact with the 
concrete. The value is such that it justifies the practice of some ferro concrete builders who reckon 
only on the concrete to make the junction between the different metallic parts of a structure. As 
regards the expansion of concrete and steel, their coefficients have been demonstrated to be
identically equal. Up to the end of 1904 the Hennebique system has been applied to the construction 
of no less than 10,600 buildings of various kinds. 

Among examples that ought to be mentioned in Ireland we may cite the warehouse at Waterford for 
Messrs R and H Hall, engineer W Friel Esq, Chamber of Commerce, Waterford ; the factory in Hardcastle 
Street, Belfast for Messrs Somerset and Co, architect, WJW Roome Esq, Kingscourt, Wellington Place, 
Belfast; a sprinkler tower for Messrs Going and Smith at Cahir; and a floor mill for Messrs Harper and 
Campbell Ltd, Sligo. Each of these contracts has been executed by the Yorkshire Hennebique Contracting 
Company, East Parade, Leeds. 

We understand the system will be applied to the construction of bridges, quays, and railway work in 
Ireland, and we may mention that Mr LG Mouchel, 38 Victoria St, Westminster, London SW8, has the 
absolute control of the Hennebique patent for the United Kingdom. 
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Appendix 2: Valuation notebooks, 1906-24

1906: Notebook 3, page 6, plot 24c

Actually relates to plot 25c. Premises described as a 'grain elevator and yard'. 

Cost of construction noted at £10,000, including £2500 for foundations.

Sketch plan (see below) notes the actual grain store, the fabric of which is of concrete and steel. The 
main section measures 125ft x 52ft x 85ft high. At one end of its flat roof is a smaller section measuring 
32ft x 13ft x 12ft. [Note that volume suggests height is 100ft]

Valuation fixed at £255.
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1907: Notebook 3, page 47, plot 25c

The premises were resurveyed on 15 Dec 1906. 

Valuation of grain elevator and jetty beside the new store is £25. The sketch map (see below) shows it
running parallel with the bank, with two access piers to it and a crane. Its fabric is described as concrete 
piles. Also notes that the valuation of the store is to be increased from £255 to £260.
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1913: Notebook 5, page 117, plot 25c

A new (unspecified) addition costing £260 is rated at £8, increasing the site's valuation to £268.
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1913: Notebook 5, page 118, plot 26a

This entry relates to a new engine house and workshop beside the corn stores. Their estimated cost was 
£404. The rating of this plot increased from £77 to £90 as a result.
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1932: Notebook 6, page 50, plot 19d

This entry relates to the plot to the east of Halls' store. It is described as 'coal and cement stores (dilapi-
dated)'. The buildings were no longer fit for occupation. The immediate lessors are listed as R & H Hall
and the Limerick Steamship Co Ltd. A head rent was also payable to the Grubb Estate. The lease to this 
property is noted at 300 years from 25 March 1857. "The former interest was that of a bankrupt".
Valuation fixed at £50.
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1924: Notebook 8, page 10, plot 19bc  (formerly plot 25c)

Notes that £25 p.a. paid to Waterford Corporation in respect of licence for jetty (plot 19b).

Notes motive power at 15hp and 100hp.

A 200V dynamo (200kW/ 227A @ 600 rpm) in use for electricity generation.

Valuation fixed at £750.

Inspected on 18 Dec 1924 on account of appeal against valuation by owner (in green ink): "This is an up-
to-date store for handling grain, mostly Indian corn, capacity 8000 tons for new store only. The old store 
is not so much in use and is principally for wheat. Two 65p suction gas engines drive conveyors and also 
lighting. One only being used except when discharging. Buildings and plant all in good order.

Also notes electric transmission by motors throughout and electric light. 

Capacity of new store 850 tons per floor; usually about 6000 tons total.

Bld Function L (ft) W (ft) H (ft) Notes
A Concrete Store 122 51 88 Contains 

conveyors, 
elevators, 
motors.

B Conveyor 13 32 12

C Corrugated 
iron

Weighing and 
delivery

11 5.5 11
D 11 15 7
E 17 9.5 18
F 29 16.5 54
G 29 10 9
H 16 16 -
K Brick walls, 

Slate roof
Workshop 30 18 14

L Stone walls, 
Slate roof . 

Power house 30 57 25
M One storey Store 27 28 40
N Four storeys. Wheat store, 

very old
28 103 45

O Stone walls. 
Corr iron roof

Five storeys 53 45 47

P Stone walls. 
Slate roof  

53 30 46
Q 53 28 45
R 28 103 45

Elevator, automatic weigher, bands and machinery also noted on jetty.
Two 65hp suction gas engines with dynamos capable of running all the plant separately, but both 
required for discharging. Engines are 20 years old.  
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Appendix 3: External photographs

Surveyed 8 - 10 August 2017

The scale rod in the photos is 2m high and divided 
into 50cm units.
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01 E elevation 02 Downpipe at left-hand end of E elevation 

03 From SE 04 SE corner detailing 

05 S elevation 06 S elevation - window 

07 S elevation - window detail 08 S elevation - doorways on bays  8 and 9 
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09 S elevation - openings on bay 10 10 S elevation - pilasters and cornices 

11 Aerial view from S (WC&CC) 12 Aerial view of FL9 from S (WC&CC) 

13 From SW 14 W elevation 

15 W elevation - doorway 16 From NW, with railway at left 
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17 N elevation 18 N elevation - bays 9 and 10 at left-hand end 

19 N elevation - doorway on bay 9 20 N elevation - sign at left-hand corner 

23 From NE 21 Jetty from N

22 Jetty from NE 24 Jetty from E
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25 Jetty from SE 26 Remains of original quay wall 

27 Travelling elevator rails, from SE 28 Travelling elevator rails, from W 

29 Jetty from SW 30 Jetty from W 

31 Jetty from NW 32 Base of 1956 silo block, from NW 
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Appendix 4: Internal survey

Surveyed 8 - 10 August 2017

The main features of each floor are described and 
measured floor plans and photographs presented. 
The scale rod in the photos is 2m high and divided 

into 50cm units.
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Key to floor plans

Scale 1:200 (at A4)

Reinforced-concrete

Concrete block

Hardboard

Reinforced-concrete

Mass concrete

Up

Down

Open

Infilled

Metal lid

Enlarged

Walls

Columns

Stairs    

Original 
grain opes

Equipment
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FL0 (Ground floor)

Floor The ground floor was originally open but was subsequently sub-divided with concrete 
block walls into various rooms (described under 'Equipment').

Ceiling  Floor-to-ceiling height 2650 mm.
 Carried on 490 x 490 mm RFC columns, 350 x 210 mm longitudinal beams, and 300 x 

190 mm transverse beams.

Stairs  Metal/wooden stairs at NW and SE up to FL1. 

Doors  Original doorways in bays 2 and 9 of N elevation, bays 1 and 10 of S elevation, and 
bay B of W elevation. That in bay 10 on S elevation was latterly used by a grain 
auger (an opening to the right of this ope accommodated a conveyor from the 
original travelling conveyor).

 Windows in bays 8 and 9 of S elevation enlarged to form doorways (later insertions).

Windows  High level 9x4-paned cast-metal window to each bay (where not modified). Central 
3x4-paned section opens/closes (mechanism now missing). 

Equipment Room 1
 Two sets of original wooden elevators at E end. The pair at N are marked 'ELV 3' 

(overwritten 'E6' ), and the pair at S are 'ELV 4' (then 'E7'). Formerly fed by four 
chutes (one per elevator); only wooden chute to south-most elevator still in situ.

 In floor is a chain conveyor (casing 360mm W x 470mm D) emerging from 
underneath floor at N end and rising to S, where now dismantled (it formerly 
continued out through original opening). Fed from outlet at bottom of concrete bin 
at NE corner on floor above.

 Running parallel with W side of conveyor is a pre-cast concrete duct containing two 
heavy-duty ESB electricity supply cables embedded in sand.

 At the N end of this room is a partitioned-off office from which the bulk grain out-
loading bins were controlled; these overhead bins were in a separate building (now 
demolished) at NE which was known as the 'Pagoda' on account of it being raised on 
concrete piers to enable lorries to access the bin discharge chutes. 

Room 2 (corridors)
 Access to outside at north and west ends. 
 At right on entry from bay 9 in S bay is an electrical switch panel (by M.T.E; not 

original). Various labels read: C27, Conveyor C21B, Conveyor barley C/B, Screw 
barley S/B, Conveyor C 23, Conveyor C24, P&PC, Panel 4, Elevator E5. Also on/off 
and start/stop switches. 

At SW corner of building (bay C1), a Bobcat was stationed for clearing the upper floors 
of grain. It was raised to the floors above by means of the electric hoist in FL8. 

Room 3 (ESB switch room)
 Accessible from outside only (through broken-out window in bay 8 of S elevation). 

All equipment removed.

Room 4 (high-tension electricity transformer room)
 Some remains of electrical equipment to transform ESB high-voltage electricity 

supply to a lower voltage. 
 Pit in floor for electricity cables.
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Room 5 (low-tension electricity switch room)
 Electrical equipment - three panels (9A, 9B, 9C) each with a meter reading 'Line 

amps', 'Line volts', and 'Power factor'.

Room 6 (relay room)
 Electrical cabinets containing solid-state relays associated with the control of the 

automated grain handling equipment.

Room 7 (control room)
 Flow display panels. Panel 1 on E side of room shows general flow in former 

complex.  Panel 2, on S side, has manually-operated switches to re-route the grain.
 The layout of panel 1 is as follows:

1. Grain intake line from jetty
2. 1950s bin silos
3. 1970s bin silos
4. 1905 floor silo
5. Malted barley bin
6. Bulk out-loading bins

Room 8 (workshop)
 Fuse boxes on wall, but otherwise now empty.
 The cupboard at the SE corner of this room (just right on entry) was formerly in the 

old grain store.

Room 9 (workshop)
 Now empty.

Room 10 (kitchen)
 Remains of sink.

Room 11 (staff changing room)
 Empty.

Room 12 (staff shower room)
 Three tiled show cubicles and vestiges of hand-basin stands. 

Room 13 (air compressor room)
 Cylindrical compressed-air receiving vessel by Broom & Wade Ltd, High Wycombe. 

Maker's plate is dated 30/9/1970.
 V-twin cylinder air compressor driven by vee-belts off motor (the latter now 

removed). The compressed air was used to operate the pneumatic switches which 
opened and closed the grain diverter valves in the various chutes. There was 
originally a second compressor in this room, now removed.

 Between the compressor and receiving tank is a small after-cooler for reducing the 
temperature and moisture content of the compressed air. 

Room 14 (office)
 Stud-wall construction. Contains a grain moisture meter recorder (?).

Other  Small original opening at E end of bay 10 on S elevation, possibly for a grain 
conveyor.

1  

2

4

6

3

5
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01 FL0 Room 1 to N (1) 02 FL0 Room 1 to N (2) 

03 FL0 Room 1 to S (1) 04 FL0 Room 1 to S (2) 

05 FL0 Room 1 - ESB cable duct 06 FL0 Room 1 - ESB cables in duct 

07 FL0 Room 1 - N elevator 08 FL0 Room 1 - door into office at NE end 
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09 FL0 Room 2 - to N at E end 10 FL0 Room 2 - to S at E end 

11 FL0 Room 2 - to SW from E end 12 FL0 Room 2 - to W from E end 

13 FL0 Room 2 - to NW from E end 14 FL0 Room 2 - to E from W end 

15 FL0 Room 2 - stairs at SE corner 16 FL0 Room 2 - electrical cabinet at SE corner 
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17 FL0 Room 2 - pneumatic pipe at E end 18 FL0 Room 2 - signage in corridor (2) 

19 FL0 Room 2 - signage in corridor (1) 20 FL0 Room 2 - stairs at NW corner 

21 FL0 Room 2- door at W end 22 FL0 Room 3 - entrance door from outside 

23 FL0 Room 3 - to N 24 FL0 Room 4 - to NE 
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25 FL0 Room 4 - to NW 26 FL0 Room 5 - to SE 

27 FL0 Room 5 - to S 28 FL0 Room 6 - to SE 

29 FL0 Room 6 - to W 30 FL0 Room 6 - to SE 

31 FL0 Room 6 - to SW 32 FL0 Room 6 - panel on E wall 
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33 FL0 Room 6 - panel on S wall 34 FL0 Room 8 - to SE 

35 FL0 Room 8 - to NW 36 FL0 Room 8 - fuse box on S wall 

37 FL0 Room 9 - to SE 38 FL0 Room 9 - to NW 

39 FL0 Room 10 - to E 40 FL0 Room 10 - to W 
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41 FL0 Room 11 - to N 42 FL0 Room 11 - to W 

43 FL0 Room 12 - to NE 44 FL0 Room 12 - to SW 

45 FL0 Room 12 - to W 46 FL0 Room 13 - to N 

47 FL0 Room 13 - to SW 48 FL0 Room 13 - compressor and air cylinder 
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49 FL0 Room 13 - air compressor 50 FL0 Room 13 - compressed air cylinder 

51 FL0 Room 13 - label on air cylinder 52 FL0 Room 13 - compressed air dryer 

53 FL0 Room 14 - to E 54 FL0 Room 14 - grain moisture meter recorder 
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[This page blank]
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FLOOR 1

1

1

1 = Elevators    2 = Later malt bin auger 
discharge  3 = Later hole for auger to 
adjoining silos    4 = Later hoist and platform 
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FL1 (First floor)

Floor  115 mm thick RFC floor.
 No traces of grain chute openings evident in floor. 
 Floor opened up at SW corner for Bobcat hoist with steel-framed safety platform 

rolled to one side; this is a later insertion.

Ceiling  Floor-to-ceiling height 2650 mm.
 Carried on 440 x 440 mm RFC columns, 350 x 210 mm longitudinal beams, and 300 x 

190 mm transverse beams.

Stairs  Metal/wooden stairs at NW and SE up to FL2 and down to FL0. No timber partition 
around NW stairs. Both sets of stairs down to FL0 are partitioned off with later 
concrete block walls.

Doors  Windows in bays 4 and 8 of N elevation enlarged to form doorways (later 
modifications). That in bay 4 facilitated access to the adjoining Flake Meal Mill and is 
now infilled. The other opening was used to load sacks of grain on to lorries waiting 
outside. 

Windows  Windows in bays 4-7 of N elevation and in bay C of W elevation wholly or partly 
infilled with concrete blocks and cement-rendered externally. 

Equipment  Two sets of original wooden elevators pass through at E end.

Other  'FLR 1' painted on wall at SE corner. 
 The concrete malted barley bin at the NE end of the floors above discharges into an 

overhead auger on this floor.  The bin is supported on four 460 x 460 mm concrete 
columns.

 The small opening punched through the E elevation was for a grain auger which 
transferred grain to the adjoining Waterford Flour Mill silos (now demolished). 
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01 FL1 - floor number at SE corner 02 FL1 - to W 

03 FL1 - E end from NW 04 FL1 - E end from W 

05 FL1 - E end from SW 06 FL1 - stairs down to FL0 at SE corner 1 

07 FL1 - switches at SE corner 08 FL1 - stairs up to FL2 at SE corner 
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09 FL1 - SE corner 10 FL1 - elevators at E end from SW 

11 FL1 - auger discharge from malt bin on FL2 12 FL1 - column detail 

13 FL1 - W end from NE 14 FL1 - stairs at NW corner 

15 FL1 - Bobcat hoist at SW corner 16 FL1 - to E  
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FL2 (Second floor)

Floor  115 mm thick RFC floor.
 Regularly-spaced 340 x 310 mm holes in floor for chutes (now removed); all have 

been infilled with concrete. One hole has remains of a metal chute (a later insertion).
 Floor opened up at SW corner for Bobcat hoist with steel-framed safety platform 

rolled to one side; this is a later insertion.

Ceiling  Floor-to-ceiling height 2650 mm.
 Carried on 380 x 380 mm RFC columns, 350 x 210 mm longitudinal beams, and 300 x 

190 mm transverse beams.

Stairs  Metal/wooden stairs at NW and SE up to FL3 and down to FL1. No timber partition 
around NW stairs.

Doors  Windows in bays 2 and 10 of N elevation enlarged to form doorways (both later 
modifications).

Windows  Windows in bays 6, 8, 9 and 10 of S elevation and in bay C of W elevation infilled with 
concrete blocks and cement-rendered externally. 

Equipment  Two sets of original wooden elevators pass through at E end.

Other  'FLR 2' painted on wall at SE corner. 
 Large mass-concrete malted barley bin in FL3 at NE corner tapers on this floor into an 

auger on the floor below. 
 N and E sides of concrete block grain bin at W end removed; only S wall survives.
 East end partitioned off with plywood stud wall.
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01 FL2 - floor number at SE corner 02 FL2 - to W 

03 FL2 - E end from SW 04 FL2 - stairs up to FL3 at SE corner 

05 FL2 - SE corner 06 FL2 - malted barley bin at NE end, from W 

07 FL2 - malted barley bin at NE end, from S 08 FL2 - malted barley bin at NE end, from NE 
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09 FL2 - column detail (1) 10 FL2 - column detail (2) 

11 FL2 - W end from NE 12 FL2 - stairs at NW corner 

13 FL2 - looking up to FL3 at W end 14 FL2 - Bobcat hoist at SW corner 

15 FL2 - to E 
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FL3 (Third floor)

Floor  115 mm thick RFC floor.
 Regularly-spaced 340 x 310 mm holes in floor for chutes (now removed). 
 Floor opened up at SW corner for Bobcat hoist with steel-framed safety platform 

rolled to one side; this is a later insertion.

Ceiling  Floor-to-ceiling height 2650 mm.
 Carried on 335 x 335 mm RFC columns, 350 x 210 mm longitudinal beams, and 300 x 

190 mm transverse beams.

Stairs  Metal/wooden stairs at NW and SE up to FL4 and down to FL2. Remains of timber 
partition around NW stairs.

Doors  None 

Windows  Windows in bays 9 and 10 of S elevation and in bay C of W elevation infilled with 
concrete blocks and cement-rendered externally. 

Equipment  Two sets of original wooden elevators pass through at E end.

Other  'FLR 3' painted on wall at SE corner. 
 Large mass-concrete malted barley bin at NE corner, between floor and ceiling; a 

later insertion and continuation of bin on floor above.
 Large concrete block grain bin at W end, between floor and ceiling; a later insertion. 

Fed by chute through W gable.
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01 FL3 - floor number at SE corner 02 FL3 - to W 

03 FL3 - E end from W 04 FL3 - Stairs at SE corner (1) 

05 FL3 - Stairs at SE corner (2) 06 FL3 - Elevators at E end, from SW 

07 FL3 - Elevators at E end, from W 08 FL3 - malted barley bin at NE end, from SE 
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09 FL3 - malted barley bin at NE end, from SW 10 FL3 - column detail 

11 FL3 - W end from NE 12 FL3 - Bin at W end from SE 

13 FL3 - stairs at NW corner 14 FL3 - to W 
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FL4 (Fourth floor)

Floor  115 mm thick RFC floor.
 Regularly-spaced 340 x 310 mm holes in floor for chutes (now removed). 
 Floor opened up at SW corner for Bobcat hoist with steel-framed safety platform 

rolled to one side; this is a later insertion.

Ceiling  Floor-to-ceiling height 2650 mm.
 Carried on 305 x 305 mm RFC columns, 350 x 210 mm longitudinal beams, and 300 x 

190 mm transverse beams.

Stairs  Metal/wooden stairs at NW and SE up to FL5 and down to FL3. Remains of timber 
partition around NW stairs.

Doors  Infilled doorway in bay B of W elevation. 

Windows  Windows in bays 9 and 10 of S elevation and in bay C of W elevation infilled with 
concrete blocks and cement-rendered externally. 

Equipment  Two sets of original wooden elevators pass through at E end.

Other  'FLR 4' painted on wall at SE corner. 
 Large mass-concrete malted barley bin at NE corner, between floor and ceiling; a 

later insertion and continuation of bin on floor above.
 A later chute inserted through bay B of E elevation.
 Hole for later chute inserted through infilled window in bay 9 of S elevation.
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01 FL4 - floor number at SE corner 02 FL4 - to W 

03 FL4 - E end from W 04 FL4 - Stairs at SE corner (1) 

05 FL4 - Stairs at SE corner (2) 06 FL4 - Elevators at E end, from SW 

07 FL4 - malted barley bin at NE end, from SE 08 FL4 - malted barley bin at NE end, from SW 
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09 FL4 - columns 10 FL4 - column detail 

11 FL4 - stairs at NW corner 12 FL4 - Bobcat hoist at SW corner 

13 FL4 - to W 
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FL5 (Fifth floor)

Floor  115 mm thick RFC floor.
 Regularly-spaced 340 x 310 mm holes in floor for chutes (now removed). 
 Floor opened up at SW corner for Bobcat hoist with steel-framed safety platform 

rolled to one side; this is a later insertion.

Ceiling  Floor-to-ceiling height 2650 mm.
 Carried on 290 x 290 mm RFC columns, 350 x 210 mm longitudinal beams, and 300 x 

190 mm transverse beams.

Stairs  Metal/wooden stairs at NW and SE up to FL6 and down to FL4. Remains of timber 
partition around NW stairs.

Doors  None. 

Windows  Windows in bays 9 and 10 of S elevation and in bay C of W elevation infilled with 
concrete blocks and cement-rendered externally. 

Equipment  Two sets of original wooden elevators pass through at E end.
 Avery batch scales at E end discharge on to this floor.

Other  'FLR 5' painted on wall at SE corner. 
 Large mass-concrete malted barley bin at NE corner, between floor and ceiling; a 

later insertion and continuation of bin on floor above.
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01 FL5 - floor number at SE corner 02 FL5 - to W 

03 FL5 - E end from W 04 FL5 - Stairs at SE corner 

05 FL5 - Elevators at E end, from SW 06 FL5 - Avery weigher outlet 

07 FL5 - malted barley bin at NE end, from SE 08 FL5 - malted barley bin at NE end, from SW 
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09 FL5 - columns (1) 10 FL5 - columns (2) 

11 FL5 - column detail 12 FL5 - window 

13 FL5 - stairs at NW corner 14 FL5 - Bobcat hoist at SW corner, from N 

15 FL5 - to E 
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FL6 (Sixth floor)

Floor  115 mm thick RFC floor.
 Regularly-spaced 340 x 310 mm holes in floor for chutes (now removed). 
 Floor opened up at SW corner for Bobcat hoist with steel-framed safety platform 

rolled to one side; this is a later insertion.
Ceiling  Floor-to-ceiling height 2650 mm.

 Carried on 255 x 255 mm RFC columns, 350 x 210 mm longitudinal beams, and 300 x 
190 mm transverse beams.

Stairs  Metal/wooden stairs at NW and SE up to FL7 and down to FL5. Substantial remains 
of timber partition around NW stairs.

Doors  None. 
Windows  Windows in bays 9 and 10 of S elevation and in bay C of W elevation infilled with 

concrete blocks and cement-rendered externally. 
Equipment  Two sets of original wooden elevators pass through at E end.

 Avery batch scales at E end, mounted on RSJs. Fed from floor above and discharges
to floor below (hole punched through floor). Weights box at one end. Plaque on side 
reads: "W & T Avery Ltd/ Makers/ Soho Foundry/ Birmingham". Maker's name also 
on cast-iron chassis.

Other  'FLR 6' painted on wall at SE corner. 
 Large mass-concrete malted barley bin at NE corner, between floor and ceiling, fed 

from auger on floor above; a later insertion.
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01 FL6 - floor number at SE corner 02 FL6 - to W 3 

03 FL6 - E end from W 04 FL6 - stairs at SE corner 

05 FL6 - elevators at E end, from SW 06 FL6 - Avery weigher at E end, from W 

07 FL6- Avery weigher at E end, from S 08 FL6 - elevators at E end, from NW 
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09 FL6 - malted barley bin at NE end, from SW 10 FL6 - columns 

11 FL6 - column detail 12 FL6 - stairs at NW corner 

13 FL6 - Bobcat hoist at SW corner, from N 14 FL6 - to E 
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FL7 (Seventh floor)

Floor  115 mm thick RFC floor.
 Regularly-spaced 340 x 310 mm holes in floor for chutes (now removed). 
 Floor opened up at SW corner for Bobcat hoist with steel-framed safety platform 

rolled to one side; this is a later insertion.
Ceiling  Floor-to-ceiling height 2650 mm.

 Carried on 230 x 230 mm RFC columns, 350 x 210 mm longitudinal beams, and 300 x 
190 mm transverse beams.

Stairs  Metal/wooden stairs at NW and SE up to FL8 and down to FL6. Remains of timber 
partition around NW stairs.

Doors  None. 
Windows  Windows in bays 9 and 10 of S elevation and in bay C of W elevation infilled with 

concrete blocks and cement-rendered externally. 
Equipment  Two sets of original wooden elevators pass through at E end.

 Two metal chutes through ceiling from FL8 discharge into a chain auger rising 
gradually from S to N. Dismantled at N end, but formerly ran out through hole 
punched through bay 9 on N elevation. Also a chute out to malted barley bin in floor 
below.

Other  'FLR 7' painted on wall at SE corner. 
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01 FL7 - floor number at SE corner 02 FL7 - to W 

03 FL7 - E end from SW 04 FL7 - stairs at SE corner (1) 

05 FL7 - stairs at SE corner (2) 06 FL7 - elevators at E end, from SW 

07 FL7 - elevators at E end, from W 08 FL7 - auger from SW 
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09 FL7 - auger from W 10 FL7 - auger from NW 

11 FL7 - columns 12 FL7 - column detail 

13 FL7 - cover over grain duct floor ope at E end 14 FL7 - stairs at NW corner 

15 FL7 - Bobcat hoist at SW corner, from N 16 FL6 - to E 
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FL8 (Top floor)

Floor  115 mm thick RFC floor.
 Regularly-spaced 340 x 310 mm holes in floor for chutes (now removed). 
 Two lines of regularly-spaced  later openings (five per line) punched through floor. 
 Floor opened up at SW corner for Bobcat hoist with steel-framed safety platform 

rolled to one side; this is a later insertion.
Ceiling  Floor-to-ceiling height 3800 mm (the most spacious in the building).

 Carried on 200 x 200 mm RFC columns, 210 x 200 mm longitudinal beams, and 195 x 
100 mm transverse beams (all the lightest in the building). The N-S beam between 
bays 9 and 10 is slightly heavier to support the W wall of FL9.

 Most of bay 10 is timber (forms FL9 floor).
 Pairs of marks on the cross beams indicate the positions of the brackets which 

carried the two overhead band conveyors.
 Pipes suspended from the ceiling are remnants of the pneumatic ducts which 

controlled the flaps on the grain chutes. 
Stairs  Wooden stairs up at NE to FL9 (in poor repair).

 Metal/wooden stairs down at NW and SE to FL7. Traces of timber partition around 
NW stairs.

Doors  Part of window and wall panel on bay 8 on S elevation broken out to accommodate 
machinery (since removed). 

Windows  Windows in bays 9 and 10 of S elevation and in bay C of W elevation infilled with 
concrete blocks and cement-rendered externally.

Equipment  Two sets of original wooden elevators pass through at E end.
 Mounted on wall at SE corner are two control switches for a motor: an on-off switch 

(30A/ 500A, by Siemens), and a starter (by Allen West & Co Brighton). 
 Part of SE end of floor is partitioned off with concrete blockwork to accommodate 

electrical switch panels to operate later machinery. Labels on panel doors read: 
Elevator E6, Elevator E7, P&PC, Panel 2, Emergency stop; Switch fuse 2, Incoming 
mains, Conveyor C17, Conveyor C18, Conveyor C19, and Conveyor 19A.

 A later overhead electric motor and hoist mounted on steel beams at SW corner; 
accessed by a metal ladder. This was used to move a Bobcat between floors for 
clearing out the grain. 

 Later metal chutes through roof and also down to floor below.
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01 FL8 - to W 02 FL8 - E end from W 

03 FL8 - stairs and elevator at SE corner 04 FL8 - elevators at E end, from S 

05 FL8 - electrical switches at SE corner 06 FL8 - electrical cabinets in room at SW end 

07 FL8 - ceiling at E end 08 FL8 - stairs up to FL9 at E end 
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09 FL8 - columns 10 FL9 - column detail 

11 FL9 - W end 12 FL8 - stairwell at NW corner 

13 FL8 - Bobcat hoist at SW corner 14 FL8 - to E 
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FL9 (Rooftop room)

This section projects above the roofline at the east end of the building (bay 10). It spans half the depth 
of the roof and is one bay wide.

Floor  Timber floor. 

Ceiling  Floor-to-ceiling height 3620 mm.
 Hatch in middle of ceiling to access roof.

Stairs  Wooden stairs down at N to FL8 (in poor repair).

Doors  Doorway out to roof in middle of W elevation.  

Windows  Doorway on W elevation is flanked to each side by a 3x3 metal-framed window (no 
cills).

Equipment  Two elevators (from FL0) discharge into chutes out to FL8 and FL7. The one from the 
north elevator bifurcates, one branch feeding to FL8 and the other into the auger on 
FL7.  The south elevator also discharged into the same auger but its chute is now 
missing.  

 The north elevator is driven by an electric motor (no maker's plate) through a two-
step vee-belt arrangement. The motor and belting to the other elevator are missing. 

 Two on-off buttons for the elevator motors are mounted on the E wall.  
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01 FL9 - to S on W side 02 FL9 - to S on E side 

03 FL9 - elevators from NW 04 FL9 - elevator at S end, from NW 

05 FL9 - elevator at S end, from NE 06 FL9 - elevator and motor at N end, from SE 

07 FL9 - elevator at N end, from NW 08 FL9 - looking W across roof from E end 
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